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And the Almond-Tree Shall Blossom
HaRav Ohad Teharlev, Director, Israeli Programs

Tu b’Shvat, the New Year
of Trees, is identified
with the blossoming
of the almond tree in
the winter, around the
time of Tu b’Shvat. The
familiar words that we
hear in kindergartens
and school assemblies,
remind us of that:

השקדיה
–
“The almond tree is
blossoming … Tu b’Shvat
has arrived, a holiday for
the trees.”

פורחת

Why? What is the meaning
of the early flowering of
the almond tree? Is there
a link between this and Tu
b’Shvat? To answer these
questions, we will try
to trace the emergence
and significance of the
almond tree in Biblical
and rabbinic literature.
We find the almond tree in three different dimensions
– human, place and time.
The Appearance of the Almond Tree in the
Human Dimension
In Parshat Korach, in Bamidbar, after the earth opened
its mouth and swallowed Korach and his community,
Moses asks in the name of G-d that the head of each
tribe bring his staff to the Tent of the Testimony –
Ohel haEdut – in order to show the people who has
been chosen by G-d. And so it is written in Bamidbar,
17, 23:
And on the following day Moses came to the
Tent of Testimony, and behold, Aaron’s staff
for the house of Levi had blossomed! It gave
forth blossoms, sprouted buds, and produced
ripe almonds.
Rashi points out: “…why [did Aaron’s staff bear
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particularly] almonds?
That is the fruit that
blossoms quicker than
other fruits. Likewise,
he
who
opposes
the
kehunah,
his
punishment
comes
quickly.”
From
here
we
understand that Rashi
derives that the almond
tree symbolizes the
speedy
blossoming
before the coming
of Spring and the
blossoming of other
fruits. In contrast, the
Chizkuni explains that
the almond (shaked)
symbolizes
diligence
(shakdanut):
It
gave
forth
blossoms, sprouted
buds – a sign that
from there came
forth Kohanim who are diligent in their work, as
it is said, ’Kohanim, they are diligent.’ (Bamidbar,
17,23)
It appears that the Chizkuni based his explanation
on the pshat – the most simple explanation of G-d’s
words to Jeremiah (1, 11-12):
Moreover, the word of G-d came to me, saying:
’Jeremiah, what do you see?’ And I said: ’I see a
rod of an almond-tree.’ Then G-d said to me:
’You have seen well; for I watch over My word
to perform it.’
The Chizkuni explains that the Kohanim have an
important distinction that is essential to their
daily service – it is the quality of diligence – the
Kohanim are diligent and persevere in their work.
Rashi, on the other hand, drew on his concept of the
almond, and wrote similarly in his commentary on
Jeremiah: g
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And the Almond-Tree Shall Blossom, continued
g You did well to see – this almond
rushes to blossom before all
the trees, just as I rush to
keep my word.
The Appearance of the
Almond in the Human
Body

The almond is the tailbone, because as one
approaches old age, the flesh declines and the
bone becomes prominent and resembles the
bud of the almond, that very same bone which
conceals the promise of resurrection.
The Appearance of the Almond in the
Dimension of Space

illustrate how the eyes cease to see, the

We do not know of a place called ’Shaked’ but we do
know of a place called Luz in Breishit 28, 19: “And he
named the place Beit El, but Luz was orignally the
name of the city.”

teeth cease to grind, and the entire body

Why was Beit El called ’Luz’?

In the book of Kohelet, there is
an illustration of the end of a man’s
life. Kohelet uses beautiful imagery to

decays and decomposes, and just then,
there is one bone that begins to bloom “and
the almond tree shall blossom.” (Kohelet 12, 3-7)
On the day that the keepers of the house
tremble, and the mighty men are seized by
cramps, and the grinders cease since they
have become few, and those who look out of
the windows become darkened: And the doors
shall be shut in the street when the sound of
the mill is low, and one shall rise at the voice of
a bird, and all the songstresses shall be brought
low: Also from the high places they will fear,
and terrors on the road, and the almond tree
will blossom, and the grasshopper will drag
itself along, and longing will fail, for man goes
to his everlasting home, and the mourners go
about in the street: Before the silver cord g
snaps, and the golden fountain is shattered,
and the pitcher breaks at the fountain, and the
wheel falls shattered into the pit: And the dust
returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit
returns to G-d Who gave it.
In Kohelet Rabbah (12, 5) the “bone” of the almond
is called “Luz Hashidra” – “the nucleus of the spine.”
According to Midrash, this is the bone from which
the body will begin to flower and return during
resurrection – Tchiyat haMeytim.
The Midrash relates that Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah
showed Hadrian how the Luz Hashidra is in fact so
strong that one cannot grind it, so much so that the
hammer with which one tries to beat it will rupture
and break – and Luz is identified with the almond.
The Ritv”a in Tractate Shabbat 152a explains:
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Rabbenu Bechaye explains: from that city the world
began to modernize and revive:
it is implied in the name, the world started to
modernize, it is the beginning of creation and
innovation, and therefore the … name of the
city was first Luz, as in the core of the spine of
man, because from there it will be shaken and
renewed … because as it was a wonder that …
innovation was from there, so it is a wonder
of resurrection of the dead that will start from
there.
From the words of Rabbeinu Bechaye it appears
that the comparison of the tailbone of man and
the geographic location of Luz, shows that in both
Luz embodies the potential to shake off, regenerate
and flower in the resurrection. And so we find in
the Midrash that the city of Luz is a wonderful city
from an eternal world to which no one knew of an
entrance and therefore the Angel of Death could not
rule there. People who wanted to die had to leave, or
they would continue to live forever.
And so it appears, from the Midrash in Breishit
Rabbah (69, 8) that the early flowering of the
almond symbolizes a Spring of the future.
Already now, in the dead of winter, the almond
peeks, white and pink flowers appear on
a backdrop of clouds and fog.
The Appearance of the Almond in the
Dimension of Time
The almond represents the bud of the future that
appears in the present. The future is perceived as
a time of renewal, blossoming, and redemption. g
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And the Almond-Tree Shall Blossom, continued

Just One Apple

g Resurrection of the dead symbolizes rebirth for
eternity – a future of endless time without death.

Lynn Kirsche Shapiro

So Kohelet describes how, as a person is dying, at
the peak of his personal winter, when each of his
functions weakens and the body wears out, just then
the core of the almond (the “Luz”) from which the
body will flourish in the resurrection of the dead, and
so too, the city Luz identified also as Beit El, is a city
that is not controlled by death. There is something in
it from the future world.
Perhaps this is why the Kohanim identify with the
almond tree (shaked), because they are holy and
uplifting men who belong to a future world. As it
is said about the People of Israel, that in the future
they will all be holy as Kohanim. “You will be to Me a
kingdom of priests and a holy nation.” It is interesting
to note that the letters of “shaked” scrambled, spell
“Kadosh.”
It is possible that there is a connection between
Rashi, who says that the almond hurries to blossom,
and the Chizkuni, who relates the almond (shaked) to
diligence and perseverance (Shkida). When a person
is diligent and perseveres, he will always end up
blossoming faster, and his great blessing will be his
ability to bring the future into the present. In this way
he gets to touch the world of infinite eternity within a
world of winter and finality.
This appears to be one of the meanings of Tu
b’Shvat – the early flowering reflects diligence and
perseverance and brings with it blessings and hope
that even in a difficult and gray present there can be
flowering and a touch of the world of eternal spring
blossoms. And even in a world of finite reality and
constant change, it is possible to meet with the
sacred and connect to eternity.

Perhaps

the

following

explains

why

my

story

mother

has always believed in the
healing power of apples.
After she had been in
Auschwitz for six months,
my mother was transferred
to

Torgau,

euphemistically

called a “work camp” because it
lacked gas chambers. A very dear childhood friend,
Hindu, was also in Auschwitz with her own mother
(the Rebbetzin or Rabbi’s wife). In order to stay with
my mother, Hindu and her mother had sneaked into
the train that was transferring my mother to Torgau,
and were brutally beaten by the Nazis for doing so.
While they were in Torgau, Hindu’s mother became
quite ill and thought that if only she could eat an
apple, it would help her regain her strength.
In Torgau, there was a German foreman not a
member of the Nazi party, who simply was kind to
the Jewish prisoners. My mother had mended two
of his torn shirts, and so he was especially nice to
her. Sometimes, he brought her a bit of food. And
one time, he even took my mother to his house, and
served her dinner together with his family, a wife and
four daughters. All of his daughters were married
and none of his sons-in-law were members of the
Nazi party.
On the day when Hindu’s mother was sick, my mother
asked this foreman for an apple and he brought it to
her. My mother, who was herself starving, gave this
apple to Hindu’s mother.
Both Hindu and her mother survived and were
liberated together with my mother on April 27, 1945.
About six months after the War, Hindu saw my
mother’s brother, Morton, walking across the street
in Munich. She crossed the street and told him that
my mother was alive.
– Excerpted from Food, Family and Tradition, Hungarian
Kosher Family Recipes and Remembrances by Lynn
Kirsche Shapiro, and reprinted with permission of
the author.
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The secret of the “Shaked” – blossoming in the moonlight
Shana Taragin, Teacher, Maria and Joel Finkle Overseas Program

Mesechet
Rosh
Hashana
opens
with the four Roshei
Shana followed by
a debate between
Beit Hillel and Beit
Shammai regarding
the commencement
of the new year for
trees in Shevat. Beit
Shammai maintains
that this new year
is just like the other
three roshei shana –
all of which begin on
the first of the month.
Beit Hillel states
that the opening
season begins on
the fifteenth of the
month of Shevat.
Apparently,
Beit
Hillel associates the new year for trees with the other
agriculturally and historically oriented holidays
of Pesach and Sukkot, both of which begin on the
fifteenth of the respective months of Nissan and
Tishrei. Our sages have told us to adopt the opinion of
Beit Hillel for halakhic practice while simultaneously
appreciating the conceptual perspective of Beit
Shammai.
Interestingly, the schools of study of Hillel and
Shammai are consistent with their debate regarding
the fulfillment of the “mehadrin min hamehadrin”
ideal performance of an individual lighting Chanukah
candles. Beit Shammai maintains a “pochet veholech”
approach (i.e. first night light eight candles and
decrease by one per day), whereas Beit Hillel
teach “mosif veholech” (i.e. light one candle the first
night and increase by one daily). These respective
terminologies are borrowed from the waxing and
waning of the moon. Beit Shammai believes that our
focus shall always be on the waning of the moon –
following its natural cycle from the middle of the
month – from when one may see the entire moon
until it disappears by the end of the month. It should
come as no surprise then that the bastions celebrating
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the end of this process of waning manifest on Rosh
Chodesh – immediately after the “disappearance” of
the moon.
Beit Hillel espouses a “mosif veholech” attitude – i.e.
focusing on the waxing of the moon. Every night of
Chanukah celebrates further “light” brought into
our home just as the moon reflects greater light
of the sun from Rosh Chodesh until the fifteenth
of the month. There is certainly what to celebrate
on the fifteenth then, according to Beit Hillel –
the completion of the process of the waxing of
the moon.
Beit Shammai apparently celebrates the beginning of
a process – the initial miracle of finding pure oil, the
beginning of the month, the beginning of the waxing
(following the waning) of the moon. Rosh HaShana
for the trees is celebrated as a time for potential
beginnings and growth. Beit Hillel, however, sees this
same time period as a continuum to be celebrated.
Just as we celebrate the miracle of Chanukah a
little more each night in lieu of the moonlight which
increases from the beginning of the month till the
middle, so too we celebrate the actual growth of
fruit on the trees as we appreciate their blossoms g
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The Secret of the “Shaked” – Blossoming in the Moonlight, continued
g and recognize that they have been germinating
and growing for some time.
The symbol for this season as we sing and observe
its white-blossomed beauty is the shaked – the
almond tree, for as R’ David Kimchi (RaDaK) explains
(Yirmiyahu 1:12) , the shaked is the first of the trees
to blossom, about two months prior to its botanical
peers who merit the blessing of the trees in the
month of Nissan. The almond tree reminds us of
more than an Israeli folk tune to sing throughout
the month, for its significance is expressed in the
Torah and Nevi’im as well. Immediately following the
dispute and punishment of Korach and his assembly
for attempting to usurp the position of priesthood,
Hashem commands all the tribal leaders to present
their staffs (matot) before the mishkan. Only Aharon,
the leader of Levi, merits having his staff blossom
with almonds, expressing divine selection of
leadership and salvation.
Yirmiyahu is privy to the vision of an almond staff
as well in his inaugural address as a navi. The first
vision he experiences as a prophet is one of a
“makel shaked” – an almond staff, representing the
forthcoming blossoming of intense and hastened
punishment that Hashem will bring upon Am Yisrael.
The same scene of an almond staff is presented in
the Torah as a “mateh” – a staff of leadership and
miracles of redemption, and in the book of Yirmiyahu
as a “makel” – a staff of punishment and rebuke.
Perhaps for this reason Hashem inquires of Yirmiyahu,
“Mah ata roeh?” – what do YOU see? How do you
interpret the current state of the people and the
divine response? Yirmiyahu is requested to interpret,
to take the religious-political state of the nation into
account and deliver an appropriate message.
Rashi explains that the 21-day blossoming of the
almond tree is reflected in the 21 days of Temple
destruction during Yirmiyahu’s time between the 17
of Tammuz and the 9th of Av – “Bein Hametzrim”. But
then again, the almond heralds the Spring months of
Adar and Nissan, the time period for geula – national
redemption. As quickly as the punishment arrives, so
will the consolation and blessings for the future.

יהם לִ נְ תֹוׁש וְ לִ נְ תֹוץ וְ לַ ֲהרֹס
ֶ ֵוְ ָהיָ ה ַּכ ֲא ֶׁשר ָׁש ַק ְד ִּתי ֲעל
’טֹוע נְ ֻאם ה
ַ ְיהם לִ ְבנֹות וְ לִ נ
ֶ ֵ ֵּכן ֶא ְׁשקֹד ֲעל,ּולְ ַה ֲא ִביד ּולְ ָה ֵר ַע
)(ירמיהו ל”א
As early as Rosh Chodesh Shevat, as Beit Shammai
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maintained, we begin to set the tone for the weeks
to follow. The fifteen days prior to Tu b’Shvat allow
us to ask ourselves – “mah anachnu roim?” – what do
WE see? What potential lay in store for us to reach?
And as the moon waxes to completion, we must ask
ourselves according to Beit Hillel’s approach, how we
are progressing – religiously, nationally, personally?
Are we continuing the process of growth, do we
have what to celebrate? As the shaked imminently
blossoms, will it herald divine punishment or
blessing?
The 21-day blossoming period from Tu b’Shvat is
completed on the 7th of Adar – the passing of Moshe
Rabbeinu, the date of conclusion of Moshe’s speech
of mitzvot in Sefer Devarim which he began on Rosh
Chodesh Shevat. This is a time of introspection – of
observation within ourselves and throughout our
communities. This is the time wherein we are meant
to recognize our agricultural – but also nationalhistorical responsibilities.
This is the season of renewal in every respect – an
opportunity to start afresh and determine the
outcome of our actions. All the more so this year,
as we observe the blossoming of fruits infused with
kedushah of the shmita year! Shmita reminds us to
take stock of our actions as we reflect upon the stock
of the land. Tu b’Shvat of a shmita year underscores
our need for introspection and examination; once a
year we ask as we look at the “shaked” in our lives,
“What do we see this year?” And once in seven years
we are meant to ask, “What have we seen the past
seven years?” We reflect upon the natural cycles and
development in our lives, and recognize G-d’s hand
in every aspect – agricultural, historical, individual.
We look forward to this month heralding the
continued rains of winter, and simultaneously the
sunlight of spring. As we take stock of ourselves the
next few weeks, we hope and pray that we properly
respond to our observations and reflections and
take advantage of the short-lived almond blossoms
to teach us lessons of restart and continuity. This
Tu b’Shvat may we sing “hashkediyah porachat” with
greater significance and national optimism as we
renew ourselves and anticipate the fruits of our
investments in the upcoming months of kedushah,
blessing, and redemption.
Chodesh tov u’poreach!
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Toward a World Full of Beauty and Grace
Chana Gudinger (Dreifus), Rosh Beit Midrash, Israeli Programs

What is it that we celebrate on Tu B’Shvat in modern
times? The Mishna that opens Tractate Rosh Hashana
marks four “New Years”, with the last being the "New
Year for Trees" that occurs during the month of Shevat
(either on Rosh Chodesh, according to Shammai,
or on the fifteenth of the month, according to Beit
Hillel.) This date marks the transition to a new year
for tithing – Trumot uMaasrot of fruits. That is, fruit
that is embalmed after Tu b’Shvat is considered fruit
of next year’s tithing.
Opinions are divided regarding the question of what
is considered the stage of embalming: the Meiri,
in his commentary on Tractate Rosh Hashanah,
determines that embalming is the blooming of the
flower from which the fruit will grow. In contrast,
Rashi determines that the stage of embalming is
when the flower falls and fruit begins to form. (From
Rashi’s commentary on the blossoming of Aaron’s
staff. Incidently, it is interesting to think about the
relationship between this episode and Tu b’Shvat, as
there too the blossoming of the almond tree from a
bare staff is celebrated, rather like the almond tree
that blossoms among the other trees that remain
naked and exposed until Spring. May I offer, that like
the incident there, in opposition to Korach’s claim that
"the entire community is holy," there is no distinction
between the virtue of one person and another. The
almond tree blossoms and shows the difference
between and the choice of the tribe of Levi, so too
does Tu b’Shvat symbolize the moment in nature
when the trees are no longer identical to each other
and exhibit their uniqueness in the form of a flower
and fruit, giving us a way to distinguish between
them. If that is the case, then on Tu b’Shvat, man,
who is likened to the "tree of the field" celebrates the
uniqueness that is revealed between one person and
another.)
Among Rishonim, both explanations point out that
Tu b’Shvat symbolizes the special phenomenon that
the fruit of a tree grows from a flower. This fact is
puzzling: the role and purpose of the tree is to extract
fruit (so much so, that according to the Midrash, the
Divine plan was to create "a fruit tree that bears
fruit," i.e. a tree that is fully dedicated to producing
fruit) and here, nature operates in a way that fruit
grows from a flower. If this is the date on which we
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celebrate Tu b’Shvat, let us try to understand what
symbolizes the fact that nature is structured in such
a way: a fruit from a flower.
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbat (p. 25) wishes to
explain a verse in Eicha that describes exile: “I have
been deprived of peace; I have forgotten what
prosperity is."
What is the good that the People of Israel forget
when they are in exile? It is fair to presume that if
I were to ask my readers what answer to expect, I
will hear responses such as: the study of Torah, the
performance of mitzvot, national consciousness,
social justice etc. And here, the Talmud’s answer
surprises us and lists the following items: the
bathhouse, washing of hands and feet in warm water,
a handsome, made-up bed and handsome utensils
and a decorated woman. Without entering into the
details of these items mentioned in the Gemara, the
list seems to include items that we would categorize
as "life’s pleasures", those bonuses which decorate,
but are not the essence of life itself. And here, it is
those pleasures that the passage in Tractate Shabbat
chooses to characterize forgetfulness in exile.
It seems to me that the Talmud wishes to say that
life in exile is a kind of concentration of life: a life
full of explicit purpose but lacking in charm and
aesthetics. Life that is free and healthy, like the life
that the People of Israel should live in their land as
they gaze outward and ask: What’s in it for me? What
can I gain from that? But there is a look that wonders
about beauty, enjoyment and aesthetics. This view is
not only for pleasure and decoration, but it defines
a completely different life, life in which a person not
only survives but actively enjoys it.
Tu b’Shvat, the holiday of the land of Israel, symbolizes
the fact that the fruit comes out of a flower, in
other words, that the purpose comes out of the
aesthetics. A well balanced relationship of purpose
and aesthetics, not only do these not contradict one
another, but they breed and breach one another.
So did G-d create the world of nature, and so, in a
correct situation for the individual and for the public,
we must actively appreciate our encounter with
the world and with ourselves: to want and to work
toward a world full of beauty and grace.
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Trees of Complexity
Rav Shmuel Klitsner, Director, Susi Bradfield Women’s Institute for Halachic Leadership

Every year in Israel,
thousands of children
go out to forests to
plant trees. But not
this year – Shmita
turns our attention
from planting actual
trees to appreciating
conceptual ones.
Actually, the Torah
begins with a tale
of two trees – Etz
haChaim and Etz
haDa’at Tov va’Ra. A
few weeks ago while
enjoying a shiur by my
rebbe and colleague Rav Shuki Reich, I was privy to
a new perspective concerning the Tree of Good and
Bad. Rav Shuki admitted in advance that his reading
of Ibn Ezra on this phrase may not be the intended
pshat – but whether we attribute the following to Ibn
Ezra or to Rav Shuki, it resonated deeply for me.
Ibn Ezra, like Ramban and Rambam, struggles with
the conundrum that if eating from the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Bad resulted in the ability
to discern good from bad, in what sense was the
eating from the tree a sin or even a conscious choice?
How could a “pre-enhanced knowledge human” be
held responsible for a choice or disobedience that
requires the capacity for intelligent choice that he
did not yet possess? One can only be “commanded”
if one already knows the difference between good
and bad.
Ibn Ezra solves the issue by explaining:
…and know that Man was already (prior to
eating from the tree) full with knowledge, as
G-d would not command one who had no
understanding. It was only knowledge of good
and evil in one issue itself that he knew not.
(Breishit, 2, 17)
Most interpreters of Ibn Ezra take this “in one issue
itself” to be a reference to sexual matters (earlier, Ibn
Ezra had connected the word “da’at” with the same
Biblical word for sexual intimacy between husband
and wife).
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Yet another possibility
offered
by
Rav
Shuki, is that good
and evil “in one
issue itself,” makes
reference to a higher
complex knowledge
that recognizes the
possible simultaneity
of good and evil
inherent within one
single issue. Prior to
eating from the tree,
Adam and Eve knew
that there was good
and there was evil
– as if they grow on
separate trees. After eating, they began to know
that the world is often much more complex. One
can find within one tree, one bite, one choice… both
evil within the good and good within the evil. This
higher form of knowledge takes them from a binary
mode of thinking and experience to a complicated
mode, wherein choices have conflicting motivations
and contradictory ramifications. This higher level is
compared within the verses of the Torah to G-d’s way
of knowing.
Simple binary thinking produces clarity – the kind that
most adolescents and fundamentalists prefer. On
the other hand, complex thinking can often bear the
danger of moral relativism and ethical obfuscation.
Yet in banishment from the dependent state of an
Eden that resembles the safety of life in G-d’s womb,
to the confusing and challenging autonomy of postEden – there is ultimately an inevitable journey
toward godliness.
Other related questions remain with regard to the
contradiction between G-d forbidding something
(eating from the tree) that actually results in the
growth of humankind toward the godly and at the
same time results in banishment from Eden. But
this is yet another instance of “good and bad within
one thing itself”. (For my own take on this latter
complexity, see the afterword entitled “Eden and
Autonomy” in my book, Wrestling Jacob.)
Tu B’Shevat Sameach v’Murkav!
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Tu B’Shvat Seder:
Repairing (Tikkun) of
Nature and Man
Rav Abraham Tobin Dahab,
Amlat (America Latina Program)
The Mishna in Tractate Rosh Hashanah designates
the fifteenth day of Shevat – Tu b’Shvat – according to
Beit Hillel, as the New Year of the Trees. In accordance
with that, writes the Magen Avraham (Siman 131, 17):
“the Ashkenazi custom is to eat many species of the
trees,” and this, in order to demonstrate that this day
is the New Year for Trees and pray to be blessed with
an abundance of their fruit.
This element of distress that leads to prayer has a
source in Breishit (Chap. 2, 5)
and every shrub in the field, before it is in
the land, and every weed in the field before
it sprouts because G-d has not brought rain
upon the earth, and there is no man to work
the land.
In other words, the Torah ties the lack of rains to
man’s lack of experience working the land. Rashi

The Almond Tree Blossoms

ּפֹור ַחת
ַ ַה ְּׁש ֵק ִדּיָ ה

explains in the same place, (ibid)
What is the point of not raining? As a person

Wind-spirit, foggy morning

who does not work the land, does not know

Remnant of dark night,

the benefits of the rain, and when Adam came

Last two days the almond tree brings

and learned that the rains are a necessity, he
prayed for them and they fell, and the trees
and fields grew.
That is, only when a person begins to work the
land, and he witnesses growth in the fruits, he will
understand how much he needs rain, how much

tidings of first branches
Blossoming.
When I stopped nearby, the tree asked,
“To reveal they blossom
and wither?”

he needs help from above. As he sees himself, his

And I whispered,

incompetence and lack of creativity, man yields to his

“Tell them that now they are very beautiful.”

Creator in prayer and supplication.

A week later I saw the tree

This fundamental element highlights just how much

had told them this many times over.

one possesses a lack of sensitivity and appreciation
to G-d’s presence in the world in general and
particularly in nature. If so, the role of the Tu b’Shvat

Shaul Vider, R”M at Midreshet Lindenbaum
(Translated by Felice Miryam)

seder is to arouse us to live a full life with a sense of
the presence G-d.
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The Concept of Time – A Time of Growth
Karen Fasja, Amlat (America Latina Program), 2014
I would like to start by talking about a concept that is
completely eternal – the concept of time…
Knowing that time is eternal, a question arises: Do
we pass through time or does time pass through us?
It could be understood that we pass through time,
because time is eternal and we aren’t, because when
a person dies, time keeps going and we, apparently,
do not.
But if we look closer, we can see that we are also
eternal because our Neshama will always be alive.
When we learn to use the precious gift of time
that Hashem gave us, we will become eternal as we
prepare our Neshama for Olam Haba. This is why
Hashem created “zmanim” – special times whose
purpose is to eternalize every part of our Neshama
and to reach “Shlemut” (wholeness) and closeness to
Hashem.

work on his personal growth and on building a strong
foundation in order to grow and flourish. The time of
Tu b’Shvat is just that, a time to bloom and bring out
the best “fruits” in every person.
But, what are those fruits?
“ – ״פרי צדיק עץ חיים ולקח נפשות חכם״The fruit of the
righteous is a tree of life; and he that winneth souls
is wise.” (Proverbs, 11, 30) Rashi explains here that
the actions of a righteous person last forever, like
an eternal tree, and that he who is wise acquires
a Neshama. This can be explained: you should not
just become an eternal tree in your deeds, but you
should also help others become eternal. By doing
so you will understand and fulfill the purpose of Tu
b’Shvat – to flourish and find the source of the fruits,
that is Torah. As it is written,

 – עץ חיים היא למחזיקים בהThe Torah is a source

Every zman – time – has a particular essence that
helps us move closer to that shlemut.

of life for those who hold on to it. (Proverbs,
3,8)

The Gemara in Tractate Rosh Hashana says that
the reason Rosh Hashana la’Ilanot (the New Year for
Trees) is celebrated on Tu b’Shvat is because that is
the time rains cease to fall and everything begins to
bloom.

With this we can understand that Tu b’Shvat is not
only a time for the trees but truly has major influence
on each and every one of us.

 – כי אדם עץ השדהBecause Man is the tree of the field
(Deuteronomy, Chapter 20, 19): Just as the tree has
roots and a solid foundation on which to grow and
bloom, so man begins in the same way. He must

שיח השדה

In this way we can conclude and answer our original
question: Do we pass through time or does time
pass through us? Just as we pass through time, time
passes through us, but only if it arouses in us that
which zman was created for.
And this is why Tu b’Shvat is a zman of growth!
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The following two recipes appear in a new book, Food, Family and Tradition, Hungarian Kosher
Family Recipes and Remembrances by Lynn Kirsche Shapiro, and are reprinted with permission
of the author.
Lynn Kirsche Shapiro is the mother of alumnae, Tova Perl 96-97 and Rocky Brody 99-00.

1. Sweet Bread Kugel
Pareve – Makes 12-16 servings
A kugel is a casserole, and this one can be a dish for a dairy brunch, a
side dish to serve with meats and poultry, or even a dessert, dusted with
confectioner’s sugar. The flavor changes according to the preserves
you use, so pick your favorite flavor but use the very finest preserves
you can find. My mother created this recipe because of her survivor’s
dedication to not wasting a single morsel of edible food, particularly
bread. This “leftover” is a gourmet treat.
1½ pounds challah, broken into pieces, dried
5 eggs
¾ cup sugar
½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon cinnamon
1 – 1½ cups seedless preserves: raspberry, apricot, strawberry or other
2 Tablespoons vegetable oil
1. Preheat oven to 350 oF.
2. Place bread in large bowl and cover with warm water. Let soak until soft. Drain and
squeeze out water. Dry bowl and return bread to bowl. Reserve.
3. In a medium bowl whisk together eggs, sugar, salt and cinnamon, until eggs are well
beaten. Pour over reserved bread and mix well.
4. Oil the bottom and sides of a 9 x 13-inch pan. Film the bottom thinly with a little oil.
5. Pour half of the bread-egg mixture into the pan. Spread the preserves over the entire
surface. Pour the remaining bread mixture gently over the preserves, spreading carefully.
6. Bake until golden brown and firm, about 1 hour.
7. Cut 3 by 4 for 12 dessert or brunch servings. Sprinkle with confectioner’s sugar if desired.
Cut 4 by 4 for 16 side dish servings. Serve warm, room temperature or cold.
To dry challah: break fresh challah into pieces or slice. Place in a large brown paper bag
at room temperature until dry, about 3 days. Or, bake at 325 oF on a baking tray for 15-20
minutes.
A possible alternative: Increase cinnamon to 1 teaspoon, and add ½ cup raisins.
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2. Cooked Applesauce
Pareve – Makes 4 cups
“At home,” without refrigeration, an abundance of fresh fruit was cooked both for a refreshing
dessert and as a way to preserve it for future use. Applesauce is easy to prepare and wonderful
as a side dish, a relish or a dessert, and it tastes entirely different from canned applesauce on
supermarket shelves. I like tangy Granny Smith apples, so I have added sugar. My mom uses
her favorite Jonathan. Feel free to use other apples, and adjust the sugar to your taste. Add
cinnamon or cinnamon sticks to taste, or cook with a few drops of fresh lemon to enhance
flavor. A handful of raisins are also a nice addition.

3 pounds apples, cored and peeled
1/3 cup water, or as needed to cover the bottom of the pan
1/3 cup sugar, or to taste
½ cup raisins, optional
2 cinnamon sticks, optional
A few drops fresh lemon juice, optional
Cut the apples into slices or chunks. In a heavy 3 quart pot or Dutch oven, pour the water. Add
the apples and the sugar and the raisins, cinnamon and lemon juice if using. Over medium
heat, bring to a boil. Decrease heat and cover. Simmer, stirring occasionally to make sure the
apples do not burn, for about 30-40 minutes, until the apples have reduced to a thick sauce.
If it is too watery, uncover and cook for another 5 minutes, stirring to make sure the apples
do not burn. Remove cinnamon sticks and discard. Let cool to room temperature, cover and
refrigerate for up to 5 days.

Dried Fruit Cookies
110 grams white flour
110 grams brown sugar
3 eggs (medium size)
30 grams honey
80 grams dried fruit, figs and apricots, cut to pieces
60 grams raisins
100 grams whole walnuts
60 grams whole almonds
1. Combine all ingredients and pour into a loaf pan.
2. Bake 40 minutes at 175 oC, cool about 2 hours and cut 5 mm slices.
3. Arrange on a cookie sheet and bake 30 minutes at 120oC.
4. Cool and serve or store in tightly sealed container.
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Tu b’Shvat and
The Israeli Parliament

– ט״ו בשבט
יום הולדתה של כנסת ישראל

Tu b’Shvat is the
birthday of the Knesset,
the Israeli Parliament.

ט״ו בשבט – יום כינון הכנסת

On January 25, 1949,
the first elections were
held for the Knesset,
which was then called
the
Constituent
Assembly. On February
14, 1949, Tu b’Shvat,
the first sitting of the
Constituent Assembly
took place at the Jewish
Agency
building
in
Jerusalem. In honor
of the event, the poet
Nathan Alterman wrote
his poem “With the First
Knesset.”

התקיימו

25(  תש”ט,בכ”ד בטבת
)1949

בינואר

בפעם הראשונה הבחירות
”לכנסת – “האספה המכוננת
.בעת הקמתה
14( בט”ו בשבט תש”ט
ראש

,)1949

בפברואר

 התקיימה,השנה לאילנות
 רעייתו פולה והרמטכ”ל יעקב,גוריון-ראש הממשלה דוד בן
 ט”ו,הגיא- מגיעים לטקס נטיעות בט”ו בשבט בשער,דורי
.1949 בשבט

 בבניין הסוכנות,בירושלים

Prime Minister David Ben Gurion, his wife, Paula
Ben Gurion and the Chief of Staff Yaacov Dori, arrive
at the Tu b’Shvat tree-planting ceremony at Shaar
Hagai, 1949.

הנבחרים הגיעו לירושלים

Most representatives
arrived to Jerusalem
from the coastal area, stopping on their way for
a tree-planting ceremony. The ritual of planting
trees in Jerusalem and its surroundings have since
become an integral part of the Knesset’s birthday
celebrations.

 הישיבה הראשונה,היהודית
 רוב.של האספה המכוננת
עצרו

ובדרכם

,מהשפלה

בשער הגיא לטקס נטיעת
 טקס נטיעת עצים.עצים
באתרים שונים בירושלים

ההולדת של-ובסביבתה היה מאז חלק ממסורת חגיגות יום
.הכנסת
יומיים לאחר מושב הפתיחה החליטה האספה המכוננת כי
.”המחוקקים של מדינת ישראל ייקרא “הכנסת-בית

Recommended Sites

אתרים מומלצים
g Rooted in Israel’s History, Five Remarkable Trees (The Times of Israel)
g Hiking Routes and Tales of Trees (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development)
g Trees – One Year in 120 Seconds (wonderopolis.org)

) עצים עתיקים בארץ ישראל (ויקיפדיהf
) עצים עתיקים ברחבי הארץ ששווים ביקור לפחות פעם בחיים (ערוץ החופש5 : הפז”מ דופקf
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מדרשת דרכינו במדרשת לינדנבאום היא תכנית מרגשת וחדשנית שפותחה עבור צעירות דתיות בעלות צרכים
 לפתח מיומנויות, התכנית שלנו מיועדת לתלמידות שרוצות להמשיך ללמוד.”מיוחדים המחפשות לחוות “שנה בארץ
. להעלות את הביטחון העצמי ולהעמיק את אהבתם לישראל ולעם היהודי, לרכוש עצמאות,מקצועיות
Midreshet Darkaynu at Midreshet Lindenbaum is an exciting and innovative program developed
for religious young women with special needs who are looking for the perfect way to spend a year in
Israel. Our program is designed for students who want to continue their learning, develop vocational
skills, build independence, improve self-esteem and expand their love of Israel and the Jewish people.
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